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Chapter One

Flight to the Tropics
“Would you like to move to Tahiti?” Franck asked.
I gazed at my husband. We were huddled by the fire in the heart of
another endless Canadian winter while a blizzard blasted the house.
“Sure,” I said. Talking it over we realized what a perfect solution it would
be. Franck was tired of my wildlife artist’s life-style in the wilderness, and
wanted to pursue his career as a doctor of computer science in a French territory.
I was tired of coping with eight months of ice and snow each year, especially while trying to enjoy our new hobby of scuba diving. How beautiful it
would be to dive in the warm, transparent waters of south sea islands, to paint
with warm hands! Step by step we made a plan for the major move, and day
by day we fulfilled it.
At the end of April 1995, with snow still drifting down upon us, we drove
slowly away from our mountain chalet and descended toward the airport, the
first step on the long path southward. We stayed overnight in Seattle, flew
to Hawaii, then southward to Polynesia, entering the night as we approached
the equator. Spiralling down over Tahiti, we saw only scattered lights in the
capital, and realized how small it was, a tiny town on the most remote island
in the world, perfectly positioned in the centre of the South Pacific Ocean.
It was midnight when we stepped down from the plane and first breathed
the air of Tahiti. It flowed over me, an exotic balm as thick and sweet as honey.
All around, the brilliant stars of the southern sky hung in strange patterns in
a twisting, luminous dark as we crossed the tarmac toward the bright door in
the terminal building. The sense of mystery was sharpened by the drumbeat
pulsating through the night, and the extraordinary fragrance of the Tiare
flower handed to us as we entered. The drums evoked a sensation of waiting,
breathless, and I felt a deep awe for the place we had landed.
After the tiresome procedure of going through customs and collecting our
luggage, we were met by the owner of the pension, (a comparatively low-cost,
informal hotel), where we had reserved a room. Our host drove us around the
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down-town area of the capital, Papeete, showing us the main routes and some
of the local places that might be useful for us to know of, before we checked in.
The room was so tiny that we could scarcely walk around the bed—laying
out a suitcase was impossible. We had reserved a room with a bathroom and
shower, but it was not available, so we had to use the bathroom down the hall.
The windows along the side of the bathroom opened onto the dining room on
the terrace! We were surprised by the lack of privacy and cleanliness. It cost
more than the luxurious, spacious room we had enjoyed the night before in
Seattle. But, it was a place to sleep, which were glad to do.
In the morning, we awoke with a rush of excitement at the sight of the
tropical sunshine filtering through foliage outside our window, and went out to
wander, amazed, through Papeete. The main boulevard along the water’s edge
was lined with trees and shops selling pearls, postcards and pareus (brightly
decorated cotton wraps), interspersed with sidewalk cafés. On the other side of
the boulevard was a marina where yachts were tied, and one could walk along
looking straight down into the water. Beyond, the sea lay dancing with reflected
lights beneath a sky of ringing blue. So close to the equator, nature’s colours
all seemed intensified; the sunshine was actually white. It flashed in the green
canopy above and flickered hypnotically in the coconut trees.
We had a light breakfast at one of the cafés, watching the daily life of Papeete passing by, then wandered on. At a tourist information centre, shadowed by
plants with enormous dark leaves and gaudy flowers, we went in to pick up some
pamphlets.
The luxuriant growth of the exotic plants told me where the sun had been
when it had not been shining on me in Canada. To my dawning surprise, I
realised that these were not monster plants at all, but the same ones that I
had been keeping as house-plants, pale and huddled by the window at the
forest’s edge. Here, fed by light, warmth and rain, they were a thousand times
branched and extended into giant trees that lined the streets.
A huge tree by the harbour was what my rubber plant might have
achieved after centuries of prolific growth in the sunshine of the tropics. An
intricate network of roots hung from the branches to the ground in curtains.
A rat peered out at us from this labyrinthine shelter, in a rubble of broken and
unbroken dirty bottles and trash. I fantasized that somewhere there must be a
planet with solar energy of a quality to empower the plants to actually move
about doing things just like animals.
After snowy Canada, we revelled in the feel of the streets of Papeete—
the cosy warmth, the people wearing bright colours, the relaxed and friendly
atmosphere. Nearly all the people were Polynesian with a few Chinese and
white people among them. The local French accent was quaint, quite different
from the Parisian French I was used to.
As the sun climbed to its zenith, our thoughts turned toward the fabled
Tahitian lagoon. There were no beaches in Papeete, but we learned of one
located some distance around the island we could get to by “truck” (the popular local bus). So we loaded our snorkelling gear and were off.
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The vehicle was wooden with benches down the sides and one down the
middle. Plexi-glass windows were open along both sides. Only local people
were using it—it seemed to be the popular way to get around.
The driver kindly stopped for us at the public beach access. A narrow trail
down a dried streambed opened to a white sand beach shining with the great light
of sky and sea beyond. Circling a group of laughing Tahitians playing a game with
silver balls, we found a shady place, sat down, and drank in our surroundings.
Coconut palms and enormous trees fringed the sands. Clusters of banana
plants, palms, overgrown shrubbery, and exotic flowers rose from hidden gardens behind them. The lagoon lay glimmering turquoise and silver under the
flawless sky, lined far away by the waves on the barrier reef. Beyond, the indigo
ocean spread away around the planet for thousands of kilometres. Ten miles
north-west, the spectacular island of Moorea had gathered a few clouds to its
summits. Its dark and spiky shape beckoned, like the fabled Enchanted Isle.
I found several small sea shells and a piece of curved shell that had
belonged to something enormous on the beach. But there were no sea gulls.
It seemed strangely silent without them. Wandering and gazing, I kept saying
to Franck, “How beautiful!” A teen-aged girl was sunning herself nearby, surrounded by boyfriends, and clad only in a g-string. When I spoke, she turned
her head toward me, long, black hair flying, and gave me the most radiant
smile. Amazed by her joy and beauty, I grinned delightedly back at her.
We sat in the water to put on our gear, then swam slowly away from shore.
The water was warm as a tepid bath, salty, and crystal clear. Little white fish
with one black spot on each side, were the first we saw, feeding on the luminous sand. Soon formations of coral, tiered in shades of ochre and brown, and
decorated with colourful branching varieties, loomed up in the blue. It was my
first look at these colonial animals, who had actually built the reef, and the
atoll islands. Brilliant fish of many shapes and colours flitted around them.
As we progressed, fish of every imaginable shape and colour were everywhere, peering from holes in the coral, ranging across the sand, feeding on
algae growing on old coral structures, and travelling purposefully though the
blue. I recognized many of them from books and aquariums: pennant fish,
angel fish, and butterfly fish with many forms.
But there were far more, that we had never seen, nor imagined could exist. The
Picasso triggerfish (Rhinecanthus aculeatus), an extravagantly decorated creature
who looked as if it had been designed by an artist, caught our attention immediately.
Any view in any direction revealed myriads of living things, each intricately coloured and patterned. Rounded corals composed of thousands of tiny
branches, sheltered fish of turquoise, blue and green. They flowed together
through the coral in harmony, then rose in an expanding cloud to surround
it, vanishing as one into their homes as we approached. A snake-like creature
half a metre long, with brown and white stripes along its length and a head
like a flower, groped in slow-motion for food in the sand.
A stingray (an unknown member of the family Dasyatidae) a metre across
was rummaging farther on, raising a shimmering cloud around it. We drifted
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closer, awed by the details of its submarine beauty. In slow-motion, it swung
its two-metre tail toward us, lifting its wings and rising with alien grace to
fly on through the surreal surroundings. There, the lagoon was at its deepest,
about three metres. Farther on, the inner edge of the barrier reef rose beneath
us, and the coral became very thick and vivid. Gradually the water grew shallow, the sandy floor gave way to reef flats, the coral thinned and dwarfed, and
Turbinaria, a short, strong seaweed, grew profusely. The fish were different
too. Many small dark blue fish flitted in mid-water, looking like tiny balloons.
Others were vertically striped in black and white. The ocean pouring over the
reef was crystal clear, and the sunlight slanting through the surface gilded the
scene with lines of swiftly moving light.
Franck took my hand and we swam into the sparkles of breaking ocean
waves. I felt like a child being led into a wonderland as the golden light broke
into galaxies of stars, and the water became a thin skin of rushing molten
glass. But suddenly we were flying onward, faster and faster toward an abyss
of darkest blue. We turned to swim desperately away, to escape the ebbing
wave tearing us from the light of safety. At first we made no headway, but just
in time the torrent slowed, we drew ahead, and the next wave poured us in a
shower of champagne water, back into the lagoon.
We flew on, as each wave breaking over the reef brought showers of
bubbles, surrounding us with stars. Spellbound, we flew with the rhythm of
the underwater world—rushing shoreward, pausing, and rushing on.
The current propelled us gently through the coral garden, and back to the
shore, where we dressed, and made our way out to the road again.
Back in Papeete, we stopped to eat. The streets were busy, loud with the
noise of people and cars. Two starved dogs roamed past, one with a tumour
the size of a fist hanging from its belly. The gutters were full of filth and litter; the street was poorly paved and old. We looked through the pamphlets we
had procured at the tourist centre for an apartment that we could rent by the
month, but there was nothing else available. We had no choice but to return
to our pension.
The next morning was Sunday, and we found a side-walk café where we
could sit, eat, and ponder our next moves. Franck bought the newspaper, La
Dépêche, and scanned the advertisements to see if he could find an available
apartment. While I drank a second cup of coffee, he made a few phone calls
and found something promising. So after eating, we walked along a boulevard
over-hung with giant trees, then up through a valley.
The apartment we were shown was on the third floor and very dark. Even
the outside patio was barely lit, with only a narrow view out between the
surrounding buildings. But through it the wild, tropical hillside half a kilometre away was visible. The apartment was spacious and there was a separate
kitchen; plus, it was available by the month. So we took it and went back to
our pension to pack up and check out.
It was a long haul to carry our luggage and gear the many blocks to our
new home. Along the way, Tahitians shouted greetings and encouragement,
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and offered to help. They seemed full of delight and natural smiles. I became
delighted too, and smiled back.
We had enough things with us to set up a new home, as well as books,
art supplies, and diving gear. So this first move in Polynesia was a marathon.
Franck carried the two diving tanks by himself, but strained the muscles in his
back on the last trip with the large suitcase. He had insisted on carrying it all
by himself, while I, also fearfully burdened, trailed along behind.
Finally the big suitcase collapsed onto the ground, and Franck followed
its example, saying that he could not go on. I started pulling it on its little
wheels, and Franck pushed, but when we arrived at the motel, the tiny wheels
had ground down to nothing, and disappeared!
The next step was the cleaning of the apartment, since every surface was
filthy. It was a terrible chore without the proper tools. We had just finished
and arranged our few things appropriately when the rain began. The noise
gradually grew deafening, and we stood outside watching in amazement as
waterfalls blew in curtains across the land. Water ran everywhere, filling the
depressions and streaming down the roadway. The torrential rain fell off and
on for the rest of the afternoon.
In the evening a red sun broke through in the west, and we walked
through the dripping landscape to the waterfront. At the quay where the
cruise ships docked were stands selling a variety of beautifully cooked food
in Polynesian, French, Oriental, Italian, and American styles. We found a
French cook who entertained us with local tales as he prepared speciality
salads and cheese crepes for us. The waterfront scene, the delicious food,
and the atmosphere seemed a fitting ending to our first day. We spent the
last of our American cash, and knew we had arrived.
Back in our new apartment, we began to appreciate Polynesian life close
up as we lay on the bed reading and absorbing the details of our environment.
The floor was laid with dark red tiles. The yellow walls were badly marked and
stained. Across the front of the apartment, orange curtains covered the sliding
doors while on the windows the drapes were purple. Geckos of all sizes hunted
and chased cockroaches across the walls, chattering in many voices. The cockroaches ran until they panicked, then took to their wings like World War Two
fighter planes with drunken pilots. Televisions in other apartments all around
us projected a cacophony of random sound. Dogs barked across the landscape
below, and roosters crowed to each other from hillside to hillside, cage to cage.
These were the perpetual sounds of Polynesia, the sounds many visitors found
unbearable.
Monday morning brought more rain. Lacking an umbrella, we were
lucky to arrive at our side walk café without getting soaked. We opened a
bank account, established a postal address, and Franck tackled the problem
of finding a job.
When we were still in Canada he had mailed his résumé to all the companies in Polynesia involved in computer science. At my insistence the cover letter
had been professionally printed on the finest, cream-coloured paper available to
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make the appropriate impression. We stopped at a pay phone so Franck could
contact the company that had sounded most promising in its reply. It sold computers, business software applications, and services. Franck was put through to
the owner immediately, who was delighted to hear from him, and gave him an
appointment for an interview that afternoon. He actually said, “I want you!”
We rushed back to our apartment, high up the valley, so that Franck could
change. I ironed his white shirt while he prepared to put on his professional
hat after so long.
When he left, I sat at the table on our hidden balcony, alone for the first
time in our new country, restlessly distracting myself as I waited in suspense,
by solving problems in a book on mathematics. Alternately, I gazed out at the
mysterious, wild hillside, swept by veils of sun and rain.
Franck returned jubilant. The company’s owner wanted him to set up a
new department incorporating more high-tech products and software into the
company, including neural networks and paying card technology.
Excitedly discussing all of this, Franck and I went shopping for groceries and such niceties as a coffee-pot, and that evening, we cooked and ate a
bountiful dinner in our new home.
And that is how we established ourselves in Tahiti in just three days.
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